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Ethical Theories



Ethical Theories

• Formal study started with Socrates

• Ethical theories are frameworks for moral decision 
making

• We need ethical theories to examine moral problems 
behind an issue, reach conclusions, and defend those 
conclusions in front of a skeptical, yet open-minded 
audience

• Used to provide logical, persuasive justifications 
behind your reasoning in the case of an argument



Censorship, Freedom of 
Speech



Is Censorship Ethical?



Kant’s vs. Mill’s Views on Censorship

• Radically different ethical theories, but had similar 
views on censorship



First Amendment

• Existing restrictions on speech – balancing private right 
and public good
§ Advocating illegal acts can be acceptable (e.g., civil 

disobedience)
§ Libel (making false and damaging statements) is illegal
§ Making specific threats is illegal
§ Inciting violence can be illegal
§ Perjury
§ Obscenity
§ False advertising



Question

•Hate speech is legal in the US, illegal in many 
other countries
•What is the argument in favor of making it illegal?
•What is the argument in favor of keeping it legal?
•Which argument do you prefer?

•A private platform can have stricter rules than 
what is technically “legal”
• Suppose you started a successful social media 

platform
• Would you restrict hate speech?
• Would you ban users for hate speech?



Regulating Speech







Question

What considerations can a social 
media platform adopt to decide 
whether to  moderate certain types of 
content or not?



Ethics of Algorithms and AI



Proprietary algorithms are used to decide, for instance, who gets a job 
interview, who gets granted parole, and who gets a loan.



Various Issues

• Transparency and Bias

• Manipulation and Control

• Surveillance

• Automation

• Generative AI



Various case studies: 
Transparency and Bias
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Two areas of concern: data and algorithms
Data inputs:

● Poorly selected (e.g., observe only car trips, not bicycle trips)
● Incomplete, incorrect, or outdated
● Selected with bias (e.g., smartphone users)
● Perpetuating and promoting historical biases (e.g., hiring people that "fit the culture")

Algorithmic processing:

● Poorly designed matching systems
● Personalization and recommendation services that narrow instead of expand user options
● Decision making systems that assume correlation implies causation
● Algorithms that do not compensate for datasets that disproportionately represent populations
● Output models that are hard to understand or explain hinder detection and mitigation of bias

12Executive Office of the US President (May 2016): "Big Data: A Report on Algorithmic Systems,Opportunity,and Civil Rights"



Various case studies: 
Manipulation





The Cambridge Analytica-Facebook 
Scandal

• The data analytics firm used personal information 
harvested from more than 50 million Facebook 
profiles without permission to build a system that 
could target US voters with personalized political 
advertisements based on their psychological profile

• Facebook received a number of warnings about its 
data security policies in recent years and had known 
about the Cambridge Analytica data breach since 
2015, but only suspended the firm and the 
Cambridge university researcher who harvested user 
data from Facebook earlier this month



Various case studies: 
Surveillance



Facebook Suicide AI
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Question
Contrasting the two types of behavioral monitoring: 1) 
Mental health surveillance; 2) Crime/Violence surveillance

• Is one less or more (un)ethical than the other? Which one 
and why?

• Could we use an ethical theory to analyze it?



Question

How does algorithmic surveillance 
impact the privacy of individuals? 
What are the risks associated with 
data breaches or misuse of data 
collected through these systems?



Various case studies: 
Automation
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But is job amplification with AI going to be easy? What 
problems might it raise?

“AI won't replace radiologists, but radiologists who use AI will replace radiologists who 
don't,” Curtis Langlotz, radiologist at Stanford
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Question

Discuss how AI-based automation may or 
may not impact employment in the tech 
industry. What ethical considerations arise 
from the displacement of software 
engineers by AI systems? 


